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So, you want to publish your book/play with TSL. Here’s how it works.
1. Email Anne, tslbooks@outlook.com with your basic idea – it doesn’t matter if you’re starting out or if
your manuscript is finished. It’s helpful up front to let Anne know the area you live as this will determine
whether you can meet up to discuss further or whether another form of communication is best.
2. In reply, Anne will either ask more questions and/or send a copy of the basic contract for you to look
at. Questions can be dealt with at a meeting or by email etc.
3. After the contract is signed, send a copy of the manuscript electronically by the agreed date, including
any artwork for the publication and the cover, unless TSL is designing the cover.
4. TSL sets the book and emails a pdf to you for checking. At this stage TSL will only have made minor
corrections to the text as picked up in setting.
5. You have a chance to make any changes to the pdf – authors often spot problem areas with the new
setting. You return a list of changes to TSL. It’s best to list these in an email with page number and line
number or the first words of the line and then the change to be made.
6. TSL makes the changes and reads through the text – if there is anything significant, another pdf will be
sent to you, otherwise a paper proof is ordered.
7. TSL checks the paper proof and marks up any changes required – this includes standardising
punctuation, use of abbreviations etc.
8. The proof copy is sent to you for checking TSL’s proposed changes and to add any you spot. These are
then sent back to TSL – either by email or the hardcopy depending on complexity and number.
Note: stages 7 and 8 can be swopped around depending on the number of books TSL is proofing,
timeframes etc.
9. After the changes are made, a final pdf is sent to you for confirming corrections.
10. The ebook is created and any final gremlins are identified. [not for TSL Drama publications]
11. The book is finalised, TSL orders a final proof copy, and the following are organised:- product page for
buying the book, advanced Info sheet for advertising, a webpage for the author is created or updated and
the first social media posts are set. TSL sorts out Legal Deposit copies of the book.
12. You can order copies at a discounted price. You can sell your book at whatever price you want, or give
them away. Other than paying for the copies, you do not have to pay TSL anything more. Royalties are
calculated as 50% of the profits from all sales of your book that TSL makes less the costs of the proof,
promotional and legal deposit copy/ies.
13. Promotion through social media continues and TSL looks for other avenues to promote your book,
such as local markets and relevant events. Remember: TSL will not:
* pay for adverts,
* distribute review copies unless a reviewer specifically requests a copy and you the author agree to the
cost of the copy being covered by sales,
* put books into bookshops where there is a requirement to use a named central distributor,
* advertise Amazon or Goodreads links.
14. At the end of March and September sales are consolidated and any royalties in excess £10 are paid
within 3 months.

